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1: Thom Mayne: Sixth Street House: George Wagner: www.enganchecubano.com: Books
Then we have good news for you, that is, if you have $7, a month to spare on rent. The LA-based architect's Santa
Monica home has been put up for lease following his recent re-location to Cheviot Hills.

The award-winning architect Thom Mayneâ€”known for his daringly complex buildings around the worldâ€”
finally designs one for himself. Mayne, a tall and gangly year-old, is almost incapable of doing unprovocative
work. His upcoming projects span the globe, from a research building in Seoul to the U. His living room
cantilevers over the pool and has a partially see-through floor that reveals the water below. The glass walls
fronting the pool open completely, so guests can dive right in from the living room. This is not Morphosis.
Partly clad in metal with large, semi-perforated circle shapesâ€”imagine hole-punched hanging chadsâ€”the
home is one complex puzzle. The main house is only 1, square feet above grade, but an adjacent guest one
adds another Mayne wanted to prove something, too. It should just about disappear. It proves I can do
something softer. Spencer Lowell Softer, maybe, but not safe. The main staircase has a portion that seems
impassable to all but tiny children, since another volume juts into its space; you have to walk around that
volume, but as you do, you discover two new vistas: But he only built on one-fifth the allowable volume. By
starting low, he was able to play with levels the house has eight elevation points and insulate from prying
eyes. The driveway gate is part of the green wall, so a portion moves aside when it opens. Thanks to the
design, the normally private couple can spend a lot of time outside. Spencer Lowell That kind of
unconventional, disruptive thinking has marked his CV since founding Morphosis in Mayne spent much of
his early career as an uncompromising, largely academic architectâ€”he was a founding faculty member at the
L. But in the s, with projects like the brilliantly fragmented Diamond Ranch High School in , his work started
to get noticed, and today Morphosis is one of the most sought-after architecture shops. But it was the small, s
bungalow in Santa Monica where the Maynes raised their two sonsâ€”not his previous signature
projectsâ€”that inspired the size and feel of this hideaway. Their former home was famously quirky: The
shower, for example, was in the middle of the living room. And when their adult sons, now both well over six
feet tall, came to visit, it became clear that the family had long outgrown the house. No guest is encouraged to
stay too long, by design: Spencer Lowell But guests can certainly feel at home in this very open-plan living
space. The bed looks across the tops of palm trees to the shower. Next to the tub is a curved bench that Mayne
sits on to chat with her when she has her nightly bath.
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2: SIYING ALICE HAN - Sixth Street House
That design, for the Sixth Street House by Thom Mayne and Morphosis, was produced between and The design
absorbs-one could say erases-an existing bungalow in Venice, California, owned by the architect.

Architecture Science fiction writer Ray Bradbury lived in the same house in Cheviot Hills for 50 years. A
couple years ago architect Thom Mayne, and wife Blythe Alison-Mayne, bulldozed it to build a new home.
Now that home is almost complete. The perpetrator of this outrage? Read the story, below. He has won the
prestigious Pritzker Prize. The moving gate will eventually have a hedge that moves with it photo: The
interplay of vertical and horizontal planes with lush finishes, like a gorgeous, glittery, olive green, perforated
metal cladding, brings to mind early experiments in abstraction like the Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van der
Rohe. The way it sits within resplendent planting makes it feel like Modernism in the jungle. Thom crosses the
entryway bridge which in turns crosses a lap pool that runs the length of the lower level living space photo: It
starts with the way you live and an architecture that supports or even advances in the way you communicate
and the rituals you have in your day to day life. What does he have to do with your home? The density and the
quality of the creative activity that is going there is just unheard of. Now he is busy with a group called
Building Forward LA trying to push the City to adopt more progressive building practices. The model for him,
he says, is Elon Musk. And I think the city has to be more aggressive about being open to innovation and, of
all cities, this is a city that has tremendous intellectual creative capital in its design community and in the
engineering community. And it should be turned loose. Click here for details. Read more about Merry Norris
and her art collection, here. Passersby are routinely invited in to check out the house photo: Palms spring up in
a terrace between the upper level of the main house and the guest house photo: The most visible part of the
Maynes house is the guest house, cantilevered over the driveway photo:
3: MORPHOSIS Thom Mayne Sixth Street House - PDF Free Download
Thom Mayne with with Andrew Zago Sixth Street House project, Santa Monica, California, Sixth Street: Figure 6 Not on
view Mayne's drawings for Sixth Street House invoke architectural conventions only to surpass their limitations.

4: Morphosis, Sixth Street Model, Â· SFMOMA
Thom Mayne's drawing for the Sixth Street House invokes architectural conventions only to surpass their limitations. By
collapsing plan, elevation, and detail through juxtapositions of scale, obliquity, projection, and rotation, Mayne
challenges the historical view of drawing as a passive medium at the service of architecture.

5: Projects // â€˜Sixth Street Houseâ€™ by Thom Mayne with Andrew Zago | Brave Drawn World
Thom Mayne Sixth Street House [THOM). Wagner, George. Foreword by Jose Rafael Moneo (MORPHOSIS) (MAYNE]
on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

6: Rent the Thom Mayne house featured in â€˜Heatâ€™ - Dan May Real Estate Team
Now known as the Sixth Street Residence, the home was the recipient of AIA Los Angeles Honor Award and Mayne's
architectural drawings of the house have been displayed at MOMA.

7: Thom Mayne razing Ray Bradbury's house to build his own | News | Archinect
'Sixth Street House' Fig.4 by Thom Mayne and Andrew Zago.
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8: Want to live in Thom Mayne's iconic Sixth Street House? | News | Archinect
Thom Mayne and Blythe Alison-Mayne on the bridge that leads into their new house in Cheviot Hills (photo: Avishay
Artsy.) Two years ago the preservation community was up in arms over the sudden demolition of the late Ray
Bradbury's house in Cheviot Hills.

9: A Tour of Architect Thom Mayne's Home | Departures
Sixth Street House by Thom Mayne This framework locates both the objects and the positions of the diagrams; for
example, the centre line of the plan of the loft floor sits on the page where the loft would occur in the building.
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